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Abstract - Whenever meta-analytic research is
conducted, sifting through the sheer amount of sources
made available through individual databases and search
engines can be time-consuming and often degrades the
specificity to which sources are analyzed. This study
sought to predict the feasibility of a research oriented
searching algorithm across all subjects and a searching
technique to counter flaws in dealing with large datasets
by automating three key components of meta-analysis (a
query-based search associated with the intended research
topic, selecting given sources and determining their
relevance to the original query, and extracting applicable
information including excerpts and citations) A prototype
algorithm was tested using 5 key historical queries, and
results were broken down into the total number of
relevant sources retrieved, the algorithm’s efficiency, the
total time it takes complete one cycle, and the quality of
the extracted sources. On average, the program collected
a total of 126 reputable sources per search with an
average efficiency of 19.55 sources per second suggesting
that an algorithm built across all subject areas can make
strides in future research methods.
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INTRODUCTION
A searching algorithm is any computational algorithm
finding a specified attribute within a collection of data or
dataset array (data repositories, data archives, etc.)[1]. The
term ‘search engine’ is used in the context of this study,
because it considers relevance and association with a query
rather than direct equivalence between two data components
found on the web [2]. The most widely used search engine is
Google [3], which conducts about 92% of all searches
worldwide, and is by far the most accurate and powerful
search engine [4][5]. Although Google, and its subdivision
Google Scholar are holistically superior to other search
systems, their broad scope frequently compromises the
quality of results with a preference for high speed and lower
runtimes [6], still requiring the user to assess each result
making it impractical for focused needs. Additionally, most
reliable information that is provided by research-oriented
search engines, such as Google Scholar require payment and

have biases [7], when sources of equivalent, credible, and
impartial material in the public domain are available.
This paper demonstrates a newly proposed algorithmic
concept for countering these predicaments and for predicting
whether its mechanism can be extended to all searching
systems, specifically when conducting research or organizing
large quantities of data. The algorithm can be broken down
into two proposed novel categories:
Multitudinous Database Search (MDS) focuses on using a
number of topic-related databases and their built-in searching
mechanisms to increase the amount of sources by which
information is being extracted, ensuring that the scope of the
search is optimal for the focus of the query.
Source Analysis and Extraction Algorithm (SAEA) sifts
through several results determining whether or not a specific
source should be used and what specific components of those
sources should be extracted (quotes, excerpts, citations,
images, data, etc. )
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: The second
section Prior Work discusses current algorithms referenced
in this paper. Section three Methods elaborates on the
proposed algorithm and its mechanics. All results and data
collected from experimental testing will be compared to
Google Scholar and are found in the Results section followed
by Conclusions.
PRIOR WORK
This section discusses extant searching techniques/methods
germane to the proposed algorithm.
I.

On-Site Searching Methods

Most searching systems within a site or database
primarily operate by using the frequency of keywords to
determine the relevance of that source or webpage to the
query. All the words in a given search query are of equal
importance and relevance [8], making it imperative for the
user to refrain from including any conjunctions and filler
words to the query that would produce a coherent sentence—
diverting the focus of the search; to streamline the number of

results—thereby improving—the accuracy of the results,
searching with only keywords and topics is suggested.
Repeated searching within every sub-page is avoided by preindexing information on page content and their associated
topics within a dataset, making the process for displaying
relevant links efficient [9][10].
The use of Proximity Searching (PS) is one particular
approach to increase the accuracy of on-site search results.
PS focuses on the nature of certain keywords, rather than their
frequency [11]. Through using predetermined object
relationships, results will contain goal information even when
it is not directly related to the query [12]. Although Google
search is not an on-site searching system, it uses a PS-based
algorithm to retrieve tangentially related results when not
explicitly specified in the query [13]. For example the word
“thriller”, in Google’s indexing database is in close proximity
to Michael Jackson who is renowned for performing a song
with the same name.
II. Google PageRank
First Pioneered by Google, PageRank (PR) was designed to
be a method of ranking search results by popularity and link
information [14]. The PR value of a webpage, node, or link
is the page's calculated ranking when compared with other
results given a search query [15][16]. The primary aim of this
organizational technique is to allow the user to obtain results
that are mostly referenced in other sites, since more source
references implies greater relevance and significance for the
search query [17]. The PR formula is shown below:

The letter ‘u’ represents any given page prior to
calculating its PR value while ‘L’ denotes the number of
outbound links referenced. The letter ‘i’ represents a
referenced web page used to calculate the target PR of page
u. A key aspect of the PR algorithm is the damping factor
(denoted as ‘d’) which is the constant reduction in probability
for the user to click on any further links after having already
analyzed the information found in prior ones [18][19]. For
example, if page ‘A’ has a higher PR score than others, then
it will rank first on the PR result page; however, since the
following links are lower in reference popularity the user may
refrain from opening new links after only a few, making it
critical to employ a damping factor.

Fig. 1: Depicts variability in PR scores from factors including
page importance, relevance, outbound links, and damping
factor [20]. In this scenario, page ‘B’ has the highest PR score
(38.4), likely making it the first link to appear after a Google
search.
The inherent nature for researchers and students to
avoid lower ranked PR links is inevitable, thus the proposed
solution (explained in “Methods”) addresses this problem by
automating data extraction from all relevant sources listed.
METHODS
Each database used in this study was a public
domain historical primary source bank, each with different
interfaces and mechanics, requiring slightly altered webcrawling methods to optimize performance. MDS was
applied using Proximity Searching techniques from the
integrated search system of the databases to generate a result
page of all links related to content grouped by relevance and
popularity (PR). Then, SAEA was used to analyze and
accumulate the relevant data from every source to be
displayed on the final page, which consisted of the primary
source document (speech, article, image, map, etc.) and
citation, all organized by their respective relevance scores.
The historical databases used in this study were
DocsTeach National Archive , Yale Avalon Project (YA),
EyeWitness to History (EW), The Ancient Encyclopedia
(AE), and the John Carter Brown Library (JCB). To produce
the best results and comply with the variability of searching
mechanics, a separate class has to be built and implemented
for each database. Each class consists of two key methods,
one designed for MDS and one built for SAEA. The retrieved
information was all compiled and displayed on a local web
file.

analyzes more than the first 1-3 resultant pages. Unlike
Google/Scholar, instead of simply listing out links with a
brief description, SAEA opens the links and compiles what
the user intends to extract themselves, automating the entire
search process altogether.

Fig. 2: Depicts the whole algorithmic process from search to
display including the most notable components.
I. Multitudinal Database Searching (MDS) System
MDS is influenced by on-site searching and its subdivision
Proximity Search, as it replicates a single search in a database
across several, maximizing the amount of information that
could potentially be available to the user. Prior to the
submission of the search query, the user focuses the scope of
their research by selecting categorical topics that conform to
their desired results. This reduces the number of databases the
MDS system would have to reference, reducing the time for
which the algorithm will operate. After the query is
submitted, the web-crawler uses the built-in search
mechanisms of the databases by parsing the query into a
search format, which is then inputted into the search
parameter of the URLs. Some databases use Google’s
“Custom Search” algorithm to index and retrieve their
information [21], in that case, MDS is applied through that
mechanism.
The links to each of the articles and sources retrieved from
each database are saved into a dataset. The links are separated
from the remaining XML or text components by continuously
approximating their location using index search function to
target the particular regex/regular expression (used to
describe a component of a string [22]) for however many
links present in the file page of the results. This process
occurs simultaneously for every database until every set of
resulting URLs are stored into a data set.
II. Source Analysis Extraction Algorithm (SAEA)
For keyword relevance, each stored link is opened and
evaluated to filter out any non-applicable components of
articles. All relevant information, including the citation
which is found by regex approximation, is then stored into a
string to be displayed after all the information from the entire
database has been collected. SAEA is developed to bypass
the PR system for each database/Google result page, as it

The method by which SAEA extracts a component from a
source is entirely dependent upon the database being used and
the type of data being processed. Different methods and
subroutines are developed to properly extract the
information, depending on the type of source. If the user
selects image files as their target type, then the retrieval
method is standard; isolate the image tags found in the XML
script. However, if a particular type of information other than
an image is being targeted, then a specialized algorithm will
be developed for identifying it. These include identifying
textual patterns in headings, paragraphs, descriptions, etc.,
looking at the particular formatting of the text, such as a
citation, or identifying where in the source/file the target
information will be, if it is repetitive or has a significant
pattern. These methods are independently developed for each
circumstance.
In order to predict the total number of sources
compiled through SAEA at any instant in time, timestamp
information from each database containing completion data
is used to model and predict S (number of sources) as a
function of t (time) using a variant Interpolation Polynomial
Formula (IPF) which outputs a differentiable function that
runs through the set of given data points [23]. Data points
collected are represented as (time, # of sources); the total
number of databases used is represented by ‘n’ as each point
being used in IPF is the completion cycle for a single
database. The letter ‘y’ denotes the output of the data-point,
which in this case is the number of sources retrieved from this
database. The formula is shown below [24]:

IPF is used to model the results collected from every
search query; however, by taking the derivative of the IPF
polynomial, a new function is constructed to predict the
efficiency or speed of the program at any given moment in
time. The efficiency function defined as E(t), estimates the
instantaneous speed represented as a data-point of
(x~seconds, y~sources per second), revealing patterns of
more and less effective algorithmic segments. Manual and
automated compilation can be compared at specific moments
time or as an average of the number of sources retrieved.
The average number of retrieved sources is calculated by
using the Average Value Theorem (AVT) which calculates a
function’s average value over a certain interval [25]. In this
case, AVT is used to find the average number of sources
retrieved using the S(t) function produced from IPF.

This method is used to measure an atypical mean, as it factors
in the possible inclusion of more databases, allowing the
resulting data to predict future implications of source
retrieval. It is calculated by using two time components, the
initial and final bounds of its compilation process which
usually range from 3 to 10.

Search Query

Source and Efficiency Function of Time

Christopher
Columbus

𝑆(𝑡) = 14.516𝑡 3 − 188.549𝑡 2
+ 821.01𝑡 − 1114.36
𝐸(𝑡) = 43.548𝑡 2 − 377.098𝑡 + 821.01

Slave Trade

𝑆(𝑡) = 37.1105𝑡 3 − 507.342𝑡 2
+ 2306.13𝑡
− 3387.15
𝐸(𝑡) = 111.3315𝑡 2 − 1014.684𝑡
+ 2306.13

WWI

𝑆(𝑡) = −2.79942𝑡 2 + 56.6164𝑡
− 151.744
𝐸(𝑡) = −5.59884𝑡 + 56.6164

WW2

𝑆(𝑡) = 4.15389𝑡 2 − 23.2841𝑡
+ 58.3592
𝐸(𝑡) = 8.30778𝑡 − 23.2841

RESULTS
I. Numerical Results of MDS/SAEA
The numerical data for the proposed algorithm is divided into
3 categories provided a search query—the number of sources
retrieved from each database, the time to complete each
cycle, and the modeled source and efficiency function.
The results were collected by using a built-in method that
records the timestamp information of every database, which
includes the number of sources retrieved and the amount of
time it took to do so. Table 1 displays the data collected from
each group across the various databases when given a sample
historical search term from different periods. The first
number under each database represents the time it takes to
complete a cycle and the number below denotes the number
of sources retrieved in that cycle (‘S’).
Search
Query

EW

YA

AE

JCB

Total
(SAE
A)

Christoph
er
Columbu
s

2.88
sec
33 S

3.78
sec
46 S

4.75
sec
8S

5.21
sec
54 S

5.21
sec
141 S

Slave
Trade

5.84
sec
27 S

4.36
sec
56 S

5.35
sec
13 S

3.37
sec
43 S

5.84
sec
139 S

WWI

7.34
sec
32 S

5.74
sec
45 S

n/a

4.18
sec
36 S

7.34
sec
113 S

WWII

7.28
sec
31 S

6.35
sec
37 S

n/a

4.72
sec
41 S

7.28
sec
109 S

Table 2: The IPF generated functions that model the
functional progress of SAEA for varying search queries
across the test databases with respect to time.
The following graph is an example of an IPF generated
function for the total number of sources and the efficiency /
speed function at an instant of time. The dotted lines represent
the data’s restricted domain, since that is the region of time
in which the given functions operate. Use of IPF enables us
to model the performance of the algorithm's functional
progress for better comparisons and future modifications.

Fig. 3: SAEA Graph for Query: “Christopher Columbus”
II. Comparative Results of Google Scholar

Table 1: The collected time stamp information for varying
search queries across the test databases (n/a means the search
term is not from the target time range of the database)

Results were compared to test results from searches on
Google Scholar (GS). GS is designed so it can deliver
thousands to millions of results in less than a second.
Identical search queries from the previous tests were used on

GS. Although direct results cannot be properly used for
comparison, further analysis and predictive modeling make it
possible.
Search Query

Retrieval
Time
(sec)

Total Number of
Sources

Christopher
Columbus

0.06

222,000

Slave Trade

0.05

1,460,000

WWI

0.03

4,610,000

WW2

0.05

4,780,000

Table 3: The directly retrieved data after each search on GS.
Note: Retrieval time and the number of sources pulled are not
indicators of overall effectiveness, primarily just speed.
The direct retrieval and index speed of GS is significantly
superior; however, the necessity for the user to open each link
and the lack of automation in source analysis is what SAEA
addresses and is what is being compared. GS is not a
compilation-based search engine and does not self-analyze its
results, which are both done by the user. Compilation times
are simulated to check its efficacy properly with
MDS/SAEA, compilation times will be simulated. The
manual compilation time is how long it will take a researcher
to extract the intended information from all the selected
sources, in this case from each link to the historical primary
source material. Only the first page of results (10 sources)
should be used, as a PR system indicates the user is unlikely
to go any further. Since the secondary purpose of the
proposed algorithm is to be cost-effective (free of charge), the
cost of all sources available on the first result page (10
sources) will be totaled.
Search
Query

Number
of
Sources
Used

Manual
Compilation
Time
(secs)

Total Cost of
Sources Used
(USD)

Christophe
r Columbus

10

414

$44.64

Slave
Trade

10

378

$56.59

WWI

10

438

$103.99

WW2

10

412

$66.95

Table 3: Calculated data after each search on GS for
MDS/SAEA comparisons.

Results of these methods were contrasted by taking the
compilation times average and dividing by the total number
of sources used/retrieved. This introduces a new efficiency
function, which can be graphically modeled between the time
bounds as the derivative/slope of the secant line. On average,
it was found after testing that: manual extraction of target
information using GS takes about 0.026 sources per second.
Comparatively, automatic extraction using the proposed
algorithm runs approximately 19.55 sources per second. The
purpose of this algorithm is not to replace Google Scholar
because, overall, GS has far more capabilities and
substantially higher retrieval rates; however, MDS/SAEA
would do best when searching for specific components in a
paper (images, methods, results), primary source material,
citations, excerpts, or any situation where the researcher is
frequently searching for a particular component, over the
entire source. GS may be viewed as a database itself and
integrated into MDS as if the information extracted came
from a single source. This will theoretically extend the reach
from which source components can be obtained, and in effect
increase the pace and degree to which research is conducted.
III. Examples of Retrieved Material
A few examples of primary source material extracted from
documents, files, and websites through MDS/SAEA when
searched for the term “Slave Trade” are shown below:
“During my stay on the coast of Africa, I was an eye-witness
of the following transaction: a black trader invited a Negro,
who resided a little way up the country, to come and see him.
After the entertainment was over, the trader proposed to his
guest, to treat him with a sight of one of the ships lying in the
river. The unsuspicious countryman readily consented, and
accompanied the trader in a canoe to the side of the ship,
which he viewed with pleasure and astonishment. While he
was thus employed, some black traders on board, who
appeared to be in secret, leaped into the canoe, seized the
unfortunate man, and dragging him into the ship,
immediately sold him [26].”

Fig. 7: Diagram of a slave ship showing the hold where the
slaves were kept. Extracted from JCB. Search Query: “Slave
Trade”; Method: MDS/SAEA; File Name: [“Sections of
Slave Ship”]; Publication: [Boston][1831] Creator: [Walsh,
Robert][1772-1852] [27]

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new method to enhance analytical
research using multiple databases was presented. Upon
checking and observing the discrepancies between source
quality and efficiency from varying combinations of
databases and search queries, it is evident that this method
will enhance current research techniques in all subject areas.
This research was performed using historical documents
only; however, the basic dynamics and functionalities of the
algorithmic method would virtually remain identical
regardless of the intended subject matter. First, MDS is used
to find all associated sources and then SAEA is used to filter
out any irrelevant findings and extract the appropriate
components. The final results show the method can retrieve
an average of 126 related source results within 4 to 8 seconds,
all with an average efficiency of 19.55 at any given moment
in time.
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